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(57) Abstract: Computer eyewear (110)
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FIG. / for reducing the effects of Computer Vision
Syndrome (CVS). In one embodiment, the
eyewear (110) comprises a frame ( 115) and two
lenses (120). In some embodiments, the frame
(115) and lenses (120) have a wrap-around
design to reduce air flow in the vicinity of the
eyes. The lenses can have optical power in the
range of approximately +.5 to +2.5 diopters for
reducing accommodation demands on a user's
eyes when using a computer. The lenses (120)
can also include prismatic power for reducing
convergence demand on a user's eyes when
sitting at a computer. The lenses (120) can also
include a partially transmissive mirror coating,
tinting, and anti-reflective coatings (e.g.,
800, 900, 1000, 1100). In one embodiment, a
partially transmissive mirror coating or tinting
spectrally filters light to remove spectral peaks
(720) in fluorescent or incandescent lighting.
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EYEWEAR FOR REDUCING SYMPTOMS OF COMPUTER VISION SYNDROME

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Field of the Invention

[0001] The field of the invention relates to eyewear, and more particularly to

eyewear for enhancing a user's experience when viewing a computer screen, or other near

object, for extended periods of time.

Description of the Related Art

[0002] Computer Vision Syndrome (CVS) is a condition which can result from

focusing the eyes on a computer display for protracted periods of time. Common symptoms

of CVS are blurred vision, headaches, musculoskeletal pain and fatigue, eye strain, dry eyes,

difficulty in focusing the eyes at various distances, double vision, and light sensitivity. Due

in part to the prevalence of extended computer usage in many vocations, CVS is a problem

that does now, or may in the future, afflict millions of individuals.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0003] Various embodiments of eyewear for viewing a near object, such as a

computer screen, for extended periods of time are described herein.

[0004] In some embodiments stock computer eyewear is disclosed, the stock

computer eyewear comprising: first and second lens portions each having optical power in

the range between about +0.5 to +2.5 diopters, said first and second lens portions having

substantially identical optical power to provide off-the-shelf correction for a user having

substantially normal uncorrected or spectacle vision when viewing a computer screen, each

lens portion having a base curve and an ocular curve; and a frame portion disposed about said

first and second lens portions to provide support, wherein said base curve of said first and

second lens portions includes a partially transmissive mirror coating thereon.

[0005] In some embodiments a method of mitigating symptoms of computer

vision syndrome when viewing a computer screen is disclosed, said method comprising:

disposing first and second lens portions in front of eyes having substantially normal

uncorrected or spectacle vision, each lens portion having substantially identical optical power

in the range between about +0.5 to +2.5 diopters, each lens portion having a partially



transmissive mirror coating thereon; and viewing said computer screen through said first and

second lens portions.

[0006] In some embodiments a kit for mitigating symptoms of computer vision

syndrome when viewing a computer screen is disclosed, said kit comprising: eyewear

comprising first and second non-progressive lens portions, each lens portion having

substantially identical optical power in the range between about +0.5 to +2.5 diopters, each

lens portion having a partially transmissive mirror coating thereon; and information directing

a user to wear said eyewear when viewing a computer screen.

[0007] In some embodiments a kit is disclosed, said kit comprising: a package of

three or more pairs of computer eyeglasses, said computer eyeglasses comprising, first and

second lens portions each having optical power in the range between about +0.5 to +2.5

diopters, said first and second lens portions having substantially identical optical power to

provide non-prescription correction for viewing a computer screen; and a frame portion

disposed about said first and second lens portions to provide support, wherein said first and

second lens portions include a partially reflective mirror coating thereon.

[0008] In some embodiments a method of mass manufacturing computer eyewear

is disclosed, said method comprising: without knowing the prescription of a user, producing a

plurality of eyewear, each of said eyewear produced by combining left and right lens portions

having optical power in the range between about +0.5 to +2.5 diopters, said left and right lens

portions having substantially identical optical power to provide non-prescription correction

for left or right eyes for viewing a computer screen, wherein said left and right lens portions

have a partially transmissive mirror coating.

[0009] In some embodiments computer eyewear is disclosed, said computer

eyewear comprising: first and second lens portions with substantially equal optical power in

the range between about +0.5 to +2.5 diopters, said first and second lens portions having

substantially identical optical power to provide non-prescription correction for viewing a

computer screen; and a frame portion disposed about said first and second lens portions to

provide support, wherein said first and second lens portions include an optical filter having at

least one stop band in the visible spectrum that coincides with a spectral peak in the emission



of incandescent or fluorescent lighting such that transmission of said spectral peak through

said filter is selectively attenuated.

[0010] In some embodiments a method of mass manufacturing computer eyewear

is disclosed, said method comprising: without knowing the prescription of a user, producing

first and second lens portions with substantially equal optical power in the range between

about +0.5 to +2.5 diopters, said first and second lens portions having substantially identical

optical power to provide non-prescription correction for viewing a computer screen, wherein

said lens portions include a spectral optical filter having at least one stop band in the visible

spectrum that coincides with a spectral peak in the emission of incandescent or fluorescent

lighting such that transmission of said spectral peak through said filter is selectively

attenuated.

[0011] In some embodiments a method of mitigating symptoms of computer

vision syndrome when viewing a computer screen is disclosed, said method comprising:

disposing first and second lens portions in front of eyes having substantially norma!

uncorrected or spectacle vision, each lens portion having substantially identical optical power

in the range between about +0.5 to +2.5 diopters, each lens portion having a partially

transmissive mirror coating thereon, said mirror coating comprising a spectral optical filter

having at least one stop band in the visible spectrum that coincides with a spectral peak in the

emission of incandescent or fluorescent lighting such that transmission of said spectral peak

through said mirror coating is selectively attenuated; and viewing said computer screen

through said first and second lens portions.

[0012] In some embodiments computer eyewear is disclosed, said computer

eyewear comprising: first and second lens portions each having optical power in the range

between about +0.5 to +2.5 diopters, said first and second lens portions having substantially

identical optical power to provide non-prescription correction for viewing a computer screen;

a frame portion disposed about said first and second lens portions to provide support; and a

plurality of side-shields which are removably attached to said eyewear and are configured to

at least partially block light and air flow.

[0013] In some embodiments a kit is disclosed, said kit comprising: computer

eyewear comprising, first and second lens portions each having optical power in the range



between about +0.5 to +2.5 diopters, said first and second lens portions having substantially

identical optical power to provide non-prescription correction for viewmg a computer screen,

and a frame portion disposed about said first and second lens portions to provide support; and

a plurality of side-shields which are detachable from the eyewear and are configured to block

light and air flow.

[0014] In some embodiments non-prescription computer eyewear is disclosed,

said non-prescription computer eyewear comprising: first and second lens portions having

optical power in the range between about +0.5 to +2.5 diopters, said first and second lens

portions having substantially identical optical power to provide off-the-shelf correction for a

user having substantially normal uncorrected or spectacle vision when viewing a computer

screen, each lens portion having a peripheral region and a central region; and a frame portion

disposed about said first and second lens portions to provide support, wherein said first and

second lens portions have a transmissivity that varies smoothly from said peripheral regions

to said central regions.

[0015] In some embodiments non-prescription computer eyewear is disclosed,

said non-prescription computer eyewear comprising: first and second lenses having optical

power in the range between about +0.5 to +2.5 diopters, said first and second lenses having

substantially identical optical power to provide non-prescription correction for viewing a

computer screen; and a frame portion disposed about said first and second lenses to provide

support, wherein said first and second lenses include light absorbing tinting, the absorptivity

of which substantially varies, said tinting covering at least 90% of said lenses.

[0016] In some embodiments non-prescription computer eyewear is disclosed,

said non-prescription computer eyewear comprising: first and second lenses having optical

power in the range between about +0.5 to +2.5 diopters, said first and second lenses having

substantially identical optical power to provide off-the-shelf correction for a user having

substantially normal uncorrected or spectacle vision when viewing a computer screen; and a

frame portion disposed about said first and second lenses to provide support, wherein said

first and second lenses include light absorbing tinting, the absorptivity of which varies

between a non-zero baseline lower level and an upper level.



[0017] In some embodiments stock computer eyewear is disclosed, said stock

computer eyewear comprising: a first lens having a first geometric center and a first optical

center offset from the first geometric center; and a second lens having a second geometric

center and a second optical center offset from the second geometric center, wherein said first

and second lenses have substantially identical optical power in the range between about +0.5

to +2.5 diopters to provide off-the-shelf correction for a user having normal uncorrected or

spectacle vision when viewing a computer screen.

[0018] In some embodiments stock computer eyewear is disclosed, said stock

computer eyewear comprising: a first lens having a first lateral edge and a first medial edge,

the first lens having a greater thickness at the first medial edge than at the first lateral edge;

and a second lens having a second lateral edge and a second medial edge, the second lens

having a greater thickness at the second medial edge than at the second lateral edge, wherein

said first and second lenses have substantially identical optical power in the range between

about +0.5 to +2.5 diopters to provide off-the-shelf correction for a user having normal

uncorrected or spectacle vision when viewing a computer screen.

[0019] In some embodiments stock computer eyewear is disclosed, said stock

computer eyewear comprising: first and second lenses each having optical power in the range

between about +0.5 to +2.5 diopters, said first and second lenses having substantially

identical optical power to provide off-the-shelf correction for a user having normal

uncorrected or spectacle vision when viewing a computer screen, each lens having a base

curve and an ocular curve; and a frame portion disposed about said first and second lens

portions to provide support, wherein said eyewear has a base curvature of at least base six.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0020] For purposes of summarizing the disclosure, certain aspects, advantages

and novel features of the inventions have been described herein. It is to be understood that

not necessarily all such advantages may be achieved in accordance with any particular

embodiment of the invention. Thus, the invention may be embodied or carried out in a

manner that achieves or optimizes one advantage or group of advantages as taught herein

without necessarily achieving other advantages as may be taught or suggested herein. Certain



embodiments are schematically illustrated in the accompanying drawings, which are for

illustrative purposes only.

[0021] FIG. 1 is a top perspective view of eyewear that mitigates the symptoms of

computer vision syndrome, according to one embodiment;

[0022] FIG. 2 is a front perspective view of the eyewear of FIG. 1;

[0023] FIG. 3 is a side perspective view of the eyewear of FIG. 1;

[0024] FIG. 4 is a diagram of eyewear with decentered lenses for use in a wrap

around design, according to one embodiment;

[0025] FIG. 5 is a magnified cross-sectional view of a lens of FIG. 4;

[0026] FIG. 6 is a perspective view of eyewear that includes removable side-

shields for reducing symptoms of computer vision syndrome, according to one embodiment;

[0027] FIG. 7 is a plot of the visible spectral emission of a typical fluorescent

lamp;

[0028] FIG. 8 illustrates one embodiment of a non-uniform optical treatment for

performing spatial filtering of light incident upon a lens;

[0029] FIG. 9 illustrates another embodiment of a non-uniform optical treatment

for performing spatial filtering of light incident upon a lens;

[0030] FIG. 10 illustrates one embodiment of an optical treatment for performing

spatial filtering of light incident upon a lens; and

[0031] FIG. 11 illustrates one embodiment of an optical treatment for performing

spatial filtering of light incident upon a lens.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

[0032] Example embodiments of eyewear for enhancing the experience of

viewing a near object, such as a computer screen, for extended periods of time are described

herein. The eyewear is non-prescription eyewear; it can be used without the requirement of

an optometric examination and can be mass-manufactured without regard to the specific

optical prescription of the end-user's eyes.

[0033] As described herein, computer Vision Syndrome (CVS) is a condition

which can result from focusing the eyes on a computer display for protracted periods of time.

Common symptoms of CVS are blurred vision, headaches, musculoskeletal pain and fatigue,



eye strain, dry eyes, difficulty in focusing the eyes at various distances, double vision, and

light sensitivity.

[0034] Relaxed eyes focus at a distance called the resting point of

accommodation. For normal, healthy eyes, the resting point of accommodation is further

away than the typical range of distances for viewing a computer monitor or other relatively

near object upon which a person may fixate for substantial periods of time. Therefore,

viewing a computer screen typically requires eye muscles to contract to bring an image of the

screen, formed by the physiologic lenses, into focus at the retinas. This process of

contracting eye muscles to increase the optical power of the corneal lenses is called

accommodation. With extended, repetitive use, eye muscles used for accommodation tire.

When the accommodation system begins to fail, an adaptation used to help clear optical blur

is the pin-hole effect created by squinting. The increased use of facial muscles for the

purpose of squinting and repetitive use of the intra-ocular muscles of the accommodative

system can create some of the discomfort associated with many symptoms of CVS. In some

cases, repetitive viewing of near objects, such as a computer screen, can even lead to long-

term vision degeneration.

[0035] Vergence demand can also lead to symptoms of CVS. Vergence is the

simultaneous movement of the eyes in opposite directions to maintain binocular vision. Just

as normal eyes have a resting point of accommodation, they also have a resting point of

vergence. Typically, the resting point of vergence causes the respective lines of sight of the

left and right eyes to converge at a point that is further away than the typical viewing distance

of a computer monitor. When viewing a near object, such as a computer monitor, eye

muscles must rotate the eyes inwardly (toward the nose) so that both eyes converge upon the

same point. As is the case for use of eye muscles for accommodation, extended contraction

of eye muscles to converge on a near point can cause discomfort as well as vision problems.

In addition, the systems of vergence and accommodation are linked in the brain stem. When

the eyes accommodate, they converge. Some imbalances between these systems can cause

symptoms of CVS with extended near work.

[0036] While many symptoms of CVS are caused by strain in the eye and face

muscles to meet accommodation and vergence demands while viewing relatively near



objects, there are also other factors which contribute to CVS. For example, studies have

shown that people tend to blink less often than normal while viewing a computer screen or

concentrating on near objects. Staring and decreased frequency of blinking can cause the

eyes to dry out, leading to discomfort. Making matters still worse is the fact that many work

environments include relatively dry air currents from HVAC equipment that increase tear

evaporation and dryness in the eyes.

[0037] Some embodiments of the eyewear described herein mitigate symptoms

generally associated with CVS. For example, some embodiments of the eyewear include

lenses with a relatively small amount of optical power for lessening accommodation demands

upon a user's eyes while viewing a computer screen through the eyewear at a typical working

distance. The eyewear can also include an amount of prismatic power for lessening

convergence demands upon a user's eyes while viewing a computer screen through the

eyewear at a typical working distance. Some embodiments of the eyewear also include

optical coatings, and other types of optical treatments, for performing spectral and spatial

filtering upon light passing through the lenses in order to achieve desirable effects described

herein, such as altering the spectrum of light that is incident upon the user's retinas .

[0038] In some embodiments, the eyewear has a wrap-around design. The wrap

around design shields the eyes from air currents that could otherwise deprive the eyes of their

natural moisture, helping to prevent uncomfortable dryness of the eyes. The eyewear may

also include additional features for lessening air currents in the vicinity of the user's eyes,

such as side-shields removably attached to the eyewear. In some embodiments, the wrap

around design, removable side-shields, and other features also aid in blocking extraneous

light from reaching a user's eyes. Such extraneous light can increase glare, making it more

difficult for a user to comfortably view an object such as a computer monitor.

[0039] FIG. 1 is a top perspective view of computer eyewear 110 that mitigates

the symptoms of computer vision syndrome, according to one embodiment. The computer

eyewear 110 includes a frame 115, left and right lenses 120, left and right ear stems 125, and

a nose piece 130. FIG. 2 is a front perspective view of the computer eyewear 110 of FIG. 1,

while FIG. 3 is a side perspective view of the computer eyewear 110 of FIG. 1.



[0040] As illustrated in FIGS. 1-3, the frame 115 is configured to support the

lenses 120 in front of a user's eyes. The frame 115 is illustrated as a unitary piece with

enclosures for the lenses 120 connected by a bridge portion 16. The bridge portion 16 is

located at a medial region of the computer eyewear 110 and helps support the computer

eyewear 110 on a user's nose. The frame 115 is coupled to left and right ear stems 125 at left

and right lateral regions of the computer eyewear 110.

[0041] FIGS. 1-3 illustrate only a single embodiment of the frame 115 and one

skilled in the art will recognize that computer eyewear frames can take many different shapes,

sizes, and styles to suit the needs and aesthetic tastes of a wide variety of individuals. For

example, the frame 115 may not be a unitary part but may instead comprise several pieces

which are coupled together to form the frame 115. In some embodiments, the frame 115

does not entirely enclose the lenses 120 but instead supports them by one or more edges of

the lenses 120. For example, the frame 115 may support the lenses 120 by their top edge 121

such that the lenses 120 suspend from the frame 115 downward in front of a user's eyes.

Moreover, in some embodiments, the frame 115 need not support the lenses 120 by their

edges but may instead be coupled to a surface of the lenses 120 by a fastener or adhesive.

[0042] As shown in FIGS. 1-3, the computer eyewear 110 also includes left and

right ear stems 125 for supporting the eyewear 110 on a user's ears. The ear stems 125 are

coupled to the frame 115 by hinges 126. The computer eyewear 110 also includes a nose

piece 130 for supporting the eyewear 110 on a user's nose. It should be understood that any

type of ear stem, hinge, nosepiece, or the like can be used with various embodiments of the

computer eyewear 110. In addition, not all embodiments include each of the features

illustrated in FIGS. 1-3, and some embodiments include additional features. For example, in

some embodiments the computer eyewear 110 includes one or more straps to secure the

eyewear to a user's head or clips to attach the computer eyewear 110 to a user's prescriptions

eyeglasses.

[0043] In some embodiments, the frame 115 and/or ear stems 125 are made of

metal, though other materials, such as plastics can also be used. Generally speaking, the

frame 115 and ear stem 125 material can be chosen based on its strength, durability, density,

and appearance. In some embodiments, relatively strong, low-density metals are



advantageously chosen for the frame 115 and/or ear stem 125 material. For example, strong,

light-weight metals such as aluminum, magnesium, titanium, alloys of the same, and the like

can be used. These materials allow for the design of sturdy, light-weight eyewear 110. Other

materials may also be used.

[0044] Since the overall weight of the computer eyewear 110 is significantly

affected by the weight of the frame 115 and ear stems 125, the usage of low-weight materials

results in computer eyewear 110 that is more comfortable for a user over long periods of time

than if a denser material had been chosen. For example, it may be typical for a user to wear

the computer eyewear 110 for periods of up to ten hours per day or longer viewing a

computer screen. In some embodiments, the user's level of comfort while using the

computer eyewear 110 is enhanced because the overall weight of the computer eyewear 110

does not exceed approximately 40 grams. For example, in some embodiments the overall

weight of the computer eyewear 110 is less than approximately 30 grams. In some

embodiments, the overall weight of the computer eyewear 110 is less than approximately 20

grams. In some embodiments, the overall weight of the computer eyewear 110 is less than

approximately 15 grams. Values outside these ranges are also possible.

[0045] As illustrated in FIGS. 1-3, the computer eyewear 110 has a dual-lens

design with left and right lenses 120. In other embodiments, the computer eyewear 110 may

have a unitary lens structure with separate regions of optical power positioned in front of the

user's eyes. The lenses 120 have an ocular curve, which comprises the eye-side surface of

the lenses 120, and a base curve, which comprises the opposing, or outer, surface of the

lenses 120. As described herein, the lenses 120 can include a mirror coating, tinting, an anti-

reflective (AR) coating, combinations of the same, or the like on one or more of the base and

ocular lens surfaces.

[0046] The lenses 120 are positive-power, or converging, lenses that reduce the

accommodation demand upon a user's eyes while viewing a computer screen or other

relatively near object upon which the user fixates for significant periods of time. The

accommodative demand is lessened because the positive optical power of the lenses 120 sets

the user's resting point of accommodation at a distance that is closer to the distance of the

computer screen, or other object, that the user is viewing while wearing the eyewear 110.



Since the positive optical power of the lenses 120 reduces accommodative demand, the user's

eye muscles are permitted to relax, which in turn mitigates various symptoms of CVS.

[0047] In addition, the positive optical power of the lenses 120 may provide some

magnification of objects nearer to the user than approximately the focal length of the lenses

120 by forming an enlarged virtual image of the object. Thus, in the case of a computer

screen viewed at a distance less than the focal length of the lenses 120, text and images

appearing on the computer screen are somewhat enlarged, allowing the user to read font sizes

or see other details that would have been more difficult to perceive in the absence of the

lenses 120.

[0048] In some embodiments, the optical power of the lenses 120 is greater than

or equal to approximately +.5 diopters and less than or equal to approximately +.75 diopters.

In some embodiments, the optical power of the lenses 120 is greater than or equal to

approximately +.75 diopters and less than or equal to approximately + 1 diopter. In some

embodiments, the optical power of the lenses 120 is greater than or equal to approximately

+ 1 diopter and less than or equal to approximately +1.125 diopters. In some embodiments,

the optical power of the lenses 120 is greater than or equal to approximately +1.125 diopters

and less than or equal to approximately +1.5 diopters. In some embodiments, the optical

power of the lenses 120 is greater than or equal to approximately +1.5 diopters and less than

or equal to approximately +1.75 diopters. In some embodiments, the optical power of the

lenses 120 is greater than or equal to approximately +1.75 diopters and less than or equal to

approximately +2 diopters. In some embodiments, the optical power of the lenses 120 is

greater than or equal to approximately +2 diopters and less than or equal to approximately

+2.125 diopters. In some embodiments, the optical power of the lenses 120 is greater than or

equal to approximately +2.125 diopters and less than or equal to approximately +2.5 diopters.

[0049] The particular optical power chosen for the lenses 120 in an embodiment

will generally depend upon the physical set-up of the user's workspace, such as the distance

between a user and his computer screen, as well as the user's viewing preferences, and, in

some embodiments, the user's eyesight. In some embodiments, the eyewear 110 is off-the-

shelf, non-prescription eyewear, such that the optical power in each of the lenses 120 is

substantially identical.



[0050] Various lens shapes can be used to achieve the desired optical power,

according to various embodiments. For example, the lenses 120 can have a convex, plano

convex, or convex-concave shape. Other shapes can also be used to achieve lenses 120 with

optical power in the range between approximately +.5 and +2.5 diopters, and are known to

those skilled in the art. The lenses 120 can be spherical or aspheric. While in the

embodiments illustrated in FIGS. 1-3 the lenses 120 are non-progressive lenses, progressive

lenses can also be used.

[0051] In addition to being designed with an amount of focusing power, the lenses

120 can also be designed to display an amount of base-in prismatic power. The resting point

of vergence of normal, healthy eyes is typically more distant than the location of a computer

screen or other relatively near object upon which a user fixates for long periods of time.

Thus, viewing such an object places convergence demand upon the muscles of the eyes and

can result in strain and other symptoms of CVS. The resting point of vergence can be drawn

in closer by designing the lenses to exhibit an amount of base-in prismatic power, according

to methods known in the art. The base-in prismatic power of the lenses 120 can be set such

that the user's resting point of vergence is located at approximately the distance of, for

example, the user's computer screen while the user is working at his computer. In some

embodiments, each of the lenses 120 of the computer eyewear 110 are designed with base-in

prismatic power of about .25-1.5 prism diopters. In other embodiments, however, the lenses

120 have approximately zero prismatic power.

[0052] A wide variety of materials can be used to form the lenses 120. The lens

material may be selected based upon properties of the material, such as refractive index,

strength, Abbe number, density, and hardness. For example, the lenses 120 can be formed of

polycarbonate, glass, nylon, various polymers (e.g., CR-39), or plastic. In some

embodiments, high-refractive index materials are used to allow for the design of thinner,

lighter lenses 120 that are more comfortable to wear to extended periods of time than

eyewear 110 with lenses 120 made of a lower-index material. For example, in some

embodiments, the refractive index of the lens material lies approximately in the range

between 1.498 and 1.9, although the refractive index can be higher or lower.



[0053] The computer eyewear 110 can be effectively used by individuals with

substantially normal (e.g., approximately 20/20) uncorrected vision. The eyewear can also be

effectively used by individuals with normal corrected, or spectacle, vision. For example,

users who wear contact lenses can effectively use the computer eyewear 110, in addition to

their contact lenses, while working at a computer to mitigate the symptoms of CVS. Some

embodiments of the computer eyewear 110 are also designed to be worn by those individuals

who wear prescription eyeglasses to correct their vision. For example, the computer eyewear

110 can be designed to be worn over or attach to (e.g., clip-on eyewear) the user's

prescription eyewear. In addition, in some embodiments, the computer eyewear 110 can be

effectively used by individuals without normal vision, such as for example, presbyopes.

Various embodiments, however, are non-prescription, off-the-shelf products.

[0054] While certain symptoms of CVS are caused by straining of the eye

muscles as a result of accommodation and convergence demand while viewing a relatively

near object such as a computer screen for extended periods of time, other symptoms are

caused by the microclimate in the vicinity of the user's eyes. If the microclimate in the

vicinity of the user's eyes becomes too dry, dry eye syndrome can result, causing soreness

and irritation of the eyes. This problem is particularly acute for computer users because

studies have shown that for most people blink rate tends to decreases while viewing a

computer screen. This problem is exacerbated in office environments by the relatively dry air

from air conditioners as well as air currents from office HVAC systems that also tend to dry

out the eyes of a user. Extraneous light that enters the eyes from the peripheral regions of a

user's vision can also worsen the symptoms of CVS. For example, such extraneous light can

result in glare and loss of contrast, which makes it more difficult for the user to view a

computer screen, for example.

[0055] In some embodiments, the computer eyewear 110 has a wrap-around

design to mitigate the symptoms of CVS related to the microclimate in the vicinity of a user's

eyes as well as to curtail the amount of extraneous light that reaches the eyes. Wrap-around

designs are not used in conventional computer eyewear. These designs are typically used to

provide protection against dust or other projectiles while participating in outdoor recreational

activities - protection that is generally unnecessary in an office environment. However, a



wrap-around design can also help mitigate symptoms of CVS, especially when used in

conjunction with other features described herein. Unlike conventional computer eyewear,

embodiments of the computer eyewear 110 with a wrap-around design have a relatively high

base curvature such that the computer eyewear has wrap and conforms closely to the user's

face both in the frontal and peripheral regions of the user's vision. The wrap-around design

improves the microclimate in the vicinity of the user's eyes by reducing air currents around

the eyes and by allowing for the formation of a pocket of air on the ocular side of the lenses

120 with increased humidity relative to the ambient air on the base curve side of the lenses.

In some embodiments, the wrap-around design also reduces the amount of extraneous light

that enters a user's eyes from the peripheral field of vision.

[0056] One embodiment of computer eyewear 120 with a wrap-around design is

illustrated in FIGS. 1-3. Unlike conventional computer eyewear, typically having a base

curvature less than base 4, the base curvature of the frame 115 and lenses 120 maintains a

relatively close fit to the user's face even at the peripheral regions of the user's field of view.

In addition to closely following the curvature of a user's head, the frame 115 and lenses 120

of the eyewear 110 can be designed to complementarily follow the contours of a typical

user's facial features to maintain a small separation distance between the frame 115 and the

user's face. For example, the frame 115 and lenses 120 can be designed to maintain no more

than a small degree of separation with the user's brow and cheekbones.

[0057] In some embodiments, the separation between the brow and an upper

aspect, such as the upper edge, of the frame 115 (e.g., in the z-direction) is 12 mm or less.

For example, in some embodiments, the separation between the brow and an upper aspect of

the frame 115 is approximately 2-5 mm. In some embodiments, the separation between the

brow and an upper aspect of the frame 115 is less than approximately 2 mm. In some

embodiments, the distance between the cheekbone and a lower aspect, such as the lower

edge, of the frame 115 (e.g., in the z-direction) is less than 5 mm. For example, in some

embodiments, the separation between the cheekbone and a lower aspect of the frame is

approximately 1-3 mm. In some embodiments, the separation between the cheekbone and a

lower aspect of the frame is less than approximately 1 mm. In some embodiments, the

separation between the temple region and the frame 115 (e.g., in the z-direction) is 35 mm or



less. For example, in some embodiments, the separation between the temple region and the

frame 115 is approximately 5-10 mm. In some embodiments, the separation between the

temple region and the frame 115 is less than approximately 5 mm. In some circumstances, a

standard anatomical human head form can serve as a useful indicator of dimensions of a

typical user's head and facial features.

[0058] Whereas in the case of conventional computer eyewear the peripheral

region of a user's field of view is left exposed, the computer eyewear 110 of FIGS. 1-3

protects the user's eyes against air currents and extraneous light that could cause symptoms

of CVS. In some embodiments, the computer eyewear 110 has a base curvature of base 5 or

higher. In other embodiments, the computer eyewear 110 has a base curvature of base 6 or

higher. In other embodiments, the computer eyewear 110 has a base curvature of base 8 or

higher. In other embodiments, the computer eyewear 110 has a base curvature of base 10 or

higher. As a result, the frame 115 and lenses 120 exhibit wrap. In addition, in some

embodiments, the computer eyewear 110 is designed with an amount of pantoscopic tilt, or

rake.

[0059] With reference to FIG. 1, in some embodiments the lenses 120 extend

from their medial edge in the ±y-direction by a distance dl, and from the front surface in the

z-direction by a distance d2. In some embodiments, dl is approximately 45-70 mm and d2 is

approximately 20-40 mm. In some embodiments, the ratio of dl to d2 is approximately 1.5-

3.5.

[0060] The wrap-around computer eyewear 110 improves the microclimate in the

vicinity of the user's eyes by blocking a portion of the air flow around the eyes that exists

when a user wears a conventional pair of computer eyewear. Since air flow to the eyes is

decreased, the amount of water vapor from the natural moisture of the eyes that is carried

away by the air flow is also decreased. As a result, the air in a pocket formed around the eyes

by the wrap-around computer eyewear 110 has a higher level of humidity than the ambient

air. The increased humidity in a pocket of air trapped between the wrap-around computer

eyewear 110 and the user's face helps to reduce dryness of the eyes and other associated

symptoms of CVS. While in some embodiments, all or portions of the frame 115 of the

computer eyewear 110 may be designed to be in physical contact with a user's face to form a



sealed chamber around the eyes, in other embodiments, the microclimate around the user's

eyes can be enhanced appreciably if all or portions of the frame 115 are designed to closely

conform to facial features, as described herein, though without forming a sealed chamber.

Computer eyewear 110 that is not designed to form a sealed chamber around the eyes may be

more comfortable to some users than computer eyewear 110 with a sealed chamber around

the eyes.

[0061] In some embodiments, the design of the computer eyewear 110 blocks

sufficient air flow around the eyes to allow for the percent relative humidity of the air on the

ocular curve-side of the eyewear 110 to reach a level that is ten percentage points higher than

the percent relative humidity of the ambient air. In some embodiments, the percent relative

humidity of the air on the ocular curve-side of the computer eyewear 110 is at least about

40% or higher, while in some embodiments it lies in the range between about 40% and 60%.

[0062] While the wrap-around configuration illustrated in the computer eyewear

110 of FIGS. 1-3 advantageously helps to regulate the microclimate around a user's eyes as

well as blocking some extraneous light, under some circumstances it can also have a

deleterious impact on the optical performance of the lenses 120. For example, if the lenses

120 are canted with respect to a user's forward line of sight to provide wrap while the

computer eyewear 110 is in the as-worn position, a degree of base-out prismatic power may

be introduced along with other optical distortions. In addition, pantoscopic tilt can induce

cylindrical optical power in the lenses 120, along with other optical distortions. These optical

distortions can, however, be corrected to a certain extent by implementing decentered lenses

in the computer eyewear 110.

[0063] FIG. 4 is a diagram of eyewear 410 with decentered lenses 420 for use in a

wrap-around and/or raked design, according to one embodiment. Front and rear surfaces of

one of the decentered lenses 420 follow a first arc 421 and a second arc 422, respectively.

The first arc 421 is a portion of a circle with radius R l and a center point Cl. The first arc

421 defines a convex surface. The second arc 422 defines a concave surface and is a portion

of a circle with radius R2 that, in some embodiments, is greater than Rl. The circle that

defines the second arc 422 has a center point C2 that is offset from Cl. In some

embodiments, the center point C2 of the second arc 422 is set away from the lenses 420 and



to the medial side of Cl. Thus, in some embodiments, the lenses 420 are convex-concave

lenses with an amount of positive optical power. In some embodiments, the lenses 420 have

at least about +.5 diopters of positive optical power.

[0064] In FIG. 4, an optical center line 470 is drawn between the center points Cl

and C2. The optical center line 470 intersects the thickest portion (i.e., the optical center) of

the lens 420. A geometric center of the lens 420 can be defined in ways known by those of

skill in the art (e.g., at the intersection of an A line, that defines the horizontal width of the

lens, with a B line, that defines the vertical height of the lens). In addition, a forward line of

sight 460 is drawn to indicate the direction of a user's line of sight while looking straight

forward. As shown in FIG. 4, the optical center line 470 and the forward line of sight 460 are

separated by an angle θ. Thus, in one embodiment, the optical center line 470 and the

forward line of sight 460 are not parallel. In other embodiments, however, the optical center

line 470 is parallel with the forward line of sight 460, while in still other embodiments, the

angle θ is negative as compared to how it is illustrated in FIG. 4 .

[0065] The decentered lenses 420 can be configured to correct the base-out

prismatic power that would otherwise be introduced in a non-decentered lens due to the

canted orientation of the lenses 420 in a wrap-around design of computer eyewear.

Reduction or correction of the base-out prismatic power can be accomplished by adding an

amount of base-in prismatic power. The amount of prismatic power can be controlled by

varying the location of the center point C2 with respect to Cl. This variation can

consequently vary the angle θ between the optical center line 470 and the forward line of

sight 460, as well as the distance between the center points Cl and C2.

[0066] One way of adding base-in prismatic power is to decenter the optical

center of the lens 420 medially with respect to the geometric center. For example, the lenses

can be designed such that the distance between the optical centers of the left and right lenses

420 is less than a given pupillary distance such that the optical centers of the lenses 420 are

offset medially from the y positions of the user's pupils. In non-prescription embodiments,

the distance between optical centers of the left and right lenses 420 can be chosen with

respect to a pupillary distance that is representative of a wide range of users. For example,

the population median pupillary distance of approximately 62 mm can be chosen, though the



lenses 420 can also be designed for other pupillary distances. In other embodiments, the

optical center of the lens 420 can be decentered laterally with respect to the geometric center.

[0067] In some embodiments, the decentered lenses 420 are configured to cancel

out the base-out prismatic power otherwise introduced by the wrap-around design so that the

lenses 420 of the computer eyewear have substantially no prismatic power. Ia oik-.

embodiments, the decentered lenses 420 are configured to cancel out the base-out prismatic

power as well as adding an amount of base-in prismatic power to reduce the convergence

demand upon the eye muscles while viewing, for example, a relatively near computer screen.

The amount of prism induced by the decentration can be calculated with Prentice's Ruie.

Besides being decentered in the ±y direction, as illustrated in FIG. 4, the optical centers of the

lenses 420 can also be decentered in the ±x direction to help correct optical distortions

induced by pantoscopic tilt. For example, the optical centers of the lenses 420 can be

decentered upward or downward with respect to the geometric centers of the lenses 420 based

on the pantoscopic tilt.

[0068] FIG. 5 is a magnified cross-sectional view of a lens 520 of FIG. 4. Several

measurements of the lens 520 are indicated on FIG. 5, including Rl, R2, the lateral end

thickness 501, the medial end thickness 502, and the distance between the midpoint 503 of

the lens 520 and the thickest point 504 of the lens 520. As illustrated in FIG. 5, the medial

end thickness 502 and the lateral end thickness 501 are each less than the thickness of the

lens 520 at the thickest point 504. Moreover, the medial end thickness 502 is greater than the

lateral end thickness 501. The thickest point 504 of the lens 520 is closer to the medial edge

than to the lateral edge of the lens 520. As disclosed herein, the lens 520 has a degree of

positive optical power in some embodiments. Moreover, while FIG. 5 illustrates a

converging convex-concave lens 420, in other embodiments different types of converging

lenses can be used.

[0069] In one embodiment, the lens 520 is a base 8 decentered lens with +.5

diopters of optical power. In this embodiment, the approximate values of the measurements

of Rl, R2, the lateral end thickness 501, the medial end thickness 502, and the distance

between the midpoint 503 and the point of maximum thickness 504 are as follows: 63.75

mm, 68 mm, .9 mm, 1.837 mm, and 7.9 mm, respectively. In another embodiment, the lens



520 is a base 6 decentered lens with +.5 diopters of optical power. In this embodiment, the

approximate values of the measurements of Rl, R2, the lateral end thickness 501, the medial

end thickness 502, and the distance between the midpoint 503 and the point of maximum

thickness 504 are as follows: 85 mm, 92.72 mm, 1.1 mm, 2.084 mm, and 8.566 mm,

respectively. These lenses have refractive indexes chosen to result in an optical power of +.5

diopters.

[0070] In addition to the wrap-around design for computer eyewear disclosed

herein, other features can also be used to enhance the microclimate around a user's eyes. For

example, some embodiments include removable side-shields that can reduce air flow to the

eyes. FIG. 6 is a perspective view of eyewear 610 that includes removable side-shields 635

for reducing symptoms of CVS. The computer eyewear 610 has a unitary lens with positive

optical power, a frame 615, ear stems 625, and a nose piece 430, as described herein. The

computer eyewear 610 also includes removable side-shields 635. The side-shields 635 are

configured to removably connect to and from the computer eyewear 610, thus permitting the

user to decide under what circumstances to use the side-shields. The removable side-shields

635 are configured, in shape and size, to substantially reduce air flow to the eyes from the

lateral regions of the computer eyewear 610. For example, in the embodiment illustrated in

FIG. 6, the removable side-shields 635 help to close the space between the ear stems 625 and

the side portion of a user's face, including the cheekbone and temple area.

[0071] In one embodiment, the dimensions of the removable side-shields 635 are

approximately 20-80 mm in the z dimension and approximately 15-50 mm in the x

dimension at the front of the computer eyewear, tapering down to approximately 5 mm at the

rear (e.g., nearer the user's ear). While, FIG. 6 illustrates computer eyewear 610 with a wrap

around design, the removable side-shields 635 can also be used with computer eyewear

without a wrap-around design.

[0072] The removable side-shields 635 have tabs 640 for removably fastening the

side shields 635 to the frame 615 and ear stems 625 of the computer eyewear 610. The tabs

640 are configured to complementarity mate with apertures 645 located in the frame 615 and

ear stems 645 where they are securely held in place. In some embodiments, the removable

side-shields 635 attach to the frame 615 and/or ear stems 625 in a snap-on fashion. While



FIG. 6 illustrates connection points between the tabs 635 and apertures 645 at the frame 615

and ear stems 625, the connection points could be limited to only the frame 615 or only the

ear stems 625. In addition, the removable side-shields could connect to the lens 620, or to

some other portion of the computer eyewear 620. While a suitable tab/aperture fastener for

removably attaching the side shields 635 to the computer eyewear 610 is illustrated in FIG. 6,

those of ordinary skill in the art will recognize that many different types of fasteners could be

used equally well. For example, friction fit fasteners, claw fasteners, sliding groove

fasteners, or magnetic fasteners can all be used to removably attach the side shields 635 to the

computer eyewear 610 in various embodiments.

[0073] The removable side-shields 635 can be made of a variety of materials. For

example, metals and plastics are suitable materials. In one embodiment, the removable side-

shields 635 are made of the same material as the frame 615 and ear stems 625 of the

computer eyewear 610. In addition, the removable side-shields 635 can be transmissive to

light or substantially opaque. In embodiments where the removable side-shields 635 are

substantially opaque, they can perform the additional role of reducing the amount of

extraneous light that is incident upon the eyes from the user's peripheral field of vision, along

with symptoms of CVS related to such extraneous light.

[0074] The lenses 120 of certain embodiments of the computer eyewear 110

include one or more optical treatments to alter the optical performance of the lenses 120. For

example, the lenses 120 may include a partial mirror coating that comprises one or more

metal and/or dielectric layers formed on the lenses 120 (e.g., an aluminum coating, a λ/4

stack, etc.). The partial mirror coating can be formed by vacuum deposition, physical vapor

deposition, lamination of a sheet of reflective material on a lens surface, for example, with an

adhesive, or any other thin film coating technology. In some embodiments, the partial mirror

coating is at least 15% reflective across all, or a portion of, the visible spectrum of light from

about 340 ran to about 780 nm. In some embodiments, the reflectivity of the partial mirror

coating is greater than 95% reflective for all or a portion of the visible spectrum.

[0075] The lenses 120 can also include a tint. The tint may comprise a pigment,

dye, optically absorptive layer, a photoreactive dye, or a tinting material laminated onto a lens

surface, for example. In addition, in some embodiments, the lenses 120 include an anti-



reflective (AR) coating. The AR coating can comprise one or more thin films formed on the

surface of a lens through vacuum deposition, physical vapor deposition, lamination of an AR

layer on a lens surface, or some other method.

[0076] In some embodiments, the optical treatments are uniform across the

surface of the lenses 120, while in other embodiments they are non-uniform. Some

embodiments include a first optical treatment that is uniform, and a second optical treatment

that is non-uniform. Moreover, in some embodiments an optical treatment covers greater

than 90% of a surface of the lenses 120, while in other embodiments the optical treatment

covers 50%-90% of a lens surface, 10%-40% of a lens surface, or less than 10% of a lens

surface.

[0077] Optical coatings and treatments such as the types described herein can be

used to spectrally filter light that passes through the lenses of the computer eyewear. This

type of spectral filtering can be done to modify the spectrum of light that is incident upon the

eyes in ways that help to reduce symptoms of CVS. For example, in some embodiments,

optical coatings as well as other types of treatments are applied to the lenses to attenuate

peaks in the spectra of typical fluorescent and incandescent lighting found in homes and

offices. This can be done, for example, with a partially transmissive mirror coating, tinting, a

combination of the same, or the like.

[0078] FIG. 7 is a plot 700 of the visible spectral emission of a typical fluorescent

lamp. The curve 710 indicates power of the spectral emission of the fluorescent lamp as a

function of wavelength. The curve 710 includes peaks 720, such as those seen at

approximately 360 nm, 400 nm, 440 nm, 550 nm, and 575 nm. A plot of the spectral

emission of a typical incandescent lamp, while not shown, has similar spectral peaks. The

spectral peaks in these typical sources of lighting can result in poor contrast when viewing,

for example, a computer screen. This in turn can cause the eyes to strain. People generally

tend to prefer the viewing conditions presented by a more balanced spectrum as opposed to

the viewing conditions under light with defined spectral peaks.

[0079] Therefore, some embodiments of the computer eyewear 110 include

optical treatments applied to the lenses 120 to attenuate spectral peaks (e.g., 720) in various

types of artificial lighting. For example, various embodiments include optical treatments for



attenuating spectral peaks in fluorescent lighting as seen in FIG. 7. Other embodiments can

be customized for other types of lighting or for fluorescent lighting with different spectral

peaks than those illustrated in FIG 7. Optical treatments with the desired spectral

characteristics for attenuating spectral peaks in various types of lighting can be designed

using techniques known in the art.

[0080] For example, in one embodiment, an optical treatment for attenuating the

peaks 720 in the lighting spectrum 710 shown in FIG. 7 has stop bands at approximately 360

nm, 400 nm, 440 nm, 550 nm, and 575 nm. The positions of the stop bands are selected to

correspond to the positions of peaks in output spectrum 710 of the fluorescent lighting. The

width of the stop bands, in a full width at half maximum sense, can be in the range of about

25 nm to about 150 nm wide in some embodiments, although the widths may be larger or

smaller. In some embodiments, the width of the stop band may substantially equal the

spectral width of a peak 720 in the emission spectrum of the lighting.

[0081] In some embodiments, the stop bands reduce the transmission of light

through the lenses 120 by at least about 50%. Furthermore, in some embodiments, the

attenuation of transmitted light provided by each stop band is designed to be proportionate, or

otherwise related, to the height of the particular spectral peak which it is designed to

attenuate. For example, the stop band at 440 nm can provide greater attenuation than the stop

band at 360 nm. The precise characteristics of a spectral filter for attenuating peaks in the

output spectrum 710 can vary widely, as will be appreciated by those of skill in the art. In

this way, the optical treatment advantageously balances the spectrum of light that reaches a

user's eyes. This balanced spectrum results in more natural viewing conditions that can

lessen eye strain. In a similar manner, optical treatments can be designed to balance the

spectrum of incandescent lighting as well as other types of lighting.

[0082] Balancing the spectrum of ambient light (e.g., fluorescent office lighting)

can also have other benefits. For example, in some cases the light emitted from a backlit

computer display does not share one or more of the spectral peaks of the ambient lighting that

the optical treatment is designed to attenuate. In these cases, the optical treatment

preferentially attenuates ambient lighting over light emitted from the computer display. In

some circumstances, light that is incident upon the eyes from sources (e.g., overhead office



lighting) other than a backlit computer display being viewed by the user can be considered as

a source of optical "noise" that makes it more difficult for the user to view the computer

display without straining. By preferentially attenuating light from these sources of noise, the

ratio of light from the computer display to ambient lighting noise is increased, resulting in

more comfortable viewing of the computer display and reduced symptoms of CVS.

[0083] In some embodiments, the optical treatment for balancing the output

spectrum of fluorescent lighting, or any other type of lighting, is a partially transmissive

mirror coating. While a tint can also be used for this purpose, the spectral characteristics of a

partially transmissive mirror coating can generally be customized to a greater extent. For

example, the spectral locations of various stop bands in a partially transmissive mirror

coating can be customized to a greater extent than in the case of tinting. In addition, these

stop bands can be designed to attenuate incident light by a greater amount, making the stop

bands deeper than is generally possible with tinting. Nevertheless, in other embodiments, the

optical treatment is a tint applied to the lenses of the computer eyewear 110 that attenuates

transmitted light primarily by introducing absorptive loss. In still other embodiments, the

optical treatment comprises both a partially transmissive mirror coating as well as an

optically absorptive tint. The use of both a mirror coating and tinting can be advantageous in

that it allows for an extra degree of freedom to customize the spectral response of the optical

treatment.

[0084] In some embodiments, the computer eyewear 110 includes optical

treatments to provide spatial filtering of light that is incident upon the lenses 120. Spatial

filtering of light incident upon the lenses 110 can be used to preferentially attenuate the

transmission of, or otherwise alter, light originating from a selected direction within a user's

field of view. This can be done, for example, by applying optical treatments to the lenses 120

that cause the optical characteristics of the lenses 120 to spatially vary across one or more

lens surfaces. In some embodiments, optical treatments that provide spatial filtering of light

can have broadband spectral characteristics such that they affect all visible wavelengths of

light substantially equally (e.g., neutral density spatial filtering). In other embodiments,

optical treatments for spatial filtering can be combined with separate optical treatments for

performing spectral filtering of incident light, as described herein. In still other



embodiments, a single optical treatment, such as a partially transmissive mirror coating or

tint, can be designed to perform both spectral and spatial filtering.

[0085] FIG. 8 illustrates one embodiment of a non-uniform optical treatment 800

(illustrated as shading) for performing spatial filtering of light incident upon a lens 803. The

optical treatment 800 can be a partially transmissive mirror coating, tinting, a combination of

the two, or the like. The lens 803 includes a center region 801, which in some embodiments

encompasses the mechanical center, or centroid, of the lens 803. The lens 803 also includes

periphery regions near the edge 802 of the lens 803. The periphery regions include an upper

region, which can encompass, for example, any portion of the lens 803 nearer point A than

point B. The periphery regions can also include a lower region, which can encompass, for

example, any portion of the lens 803 nearer point B than point A. For other lens shapes, the

center, periphery, upper, and lower regions may be defined differently.

[0086] Point A is located in the vicinity of the upper region of the lens 803, while

point B is located in the vicinity of the lower region of the lens 803. The curve 852 of the

graph 850 shows the transmission of light through the lens 803 as a function of the position

along the line AB that is indicated on the lens 803. The dotted line 854 indicates the level of

transmission of light through the lens in the absence of the optical treatment 800 whose

characteristics are illustrated by the curve 852. For example, if the optical treatment 800 is a

mirror coating, the dotted line 854 represents the amount of incident light that is transmitted

through the lens 803 in the absence of the mirror coating, since not all incident light will be

transmitted by the lens 803 even in regions with no mirror coating due to some amount of

Fresnel reflection at the air-lens interface.

[0087] In this embodiment, the optical treatment 800 is configured such that the

transmissivity of the lens 803 increases smoothly from point A to point B. Thus, the curve

852 illustrates one embodiment where the transmissivity of the lens 803 is lesser in the

vicinity of the upper region than in the vicinity of the middle and lower regions. In some

embodiments, the transmissivity of the lens 803 in the lower region is at least about 15% less

than in the upper region, and could be as much as approximately 70% less. While a

transmission curve 852 is only indicated along the line AB, it should be understood that

similar curves could be drawn for other lines between upper and lower regions of the lens



803 to indicate a generally lower transmissivity in the upper regions of the lens than in the

lower regions, as roughly illustrated by the shading on the lens 803. Furthermore, in other

embodiments, the transmission curve 852 can increase from A to B according to any other

smooth path, including a linear path. The transmission curve 852 can be monotonic, but this

is not required. Smooth transitions may be desirable in certain embodiments to avoid harsh

transitions in the optical characteristics of the lens 803 between different regions in a user's

field of view. However, discontinuous jumps in the transmission curve 852 are also possible

and desirable in some situations. In fact, the transmission curve 852 may include more than

one discontinuous jump such as, for example, a step transition from one level of

transmissivity to another.

[0088] In the case where the optical treatment 800 is a partially transmissive

mirror coating, the decreased transmissivity of the lens in the upper region is due principally

to the fact that the reflectivity of the mirror coating is greater in the upper region of the lens

803. Increased reflectivity of the partially transmissive mirror coating near the upper region

can be accomplished, for example, by making the partially transmissive mirror coating

thicker in the upper region of the lens 803. In the case where the optical treatment 800 is a

tinting material, decreased transmissivity of the lens 803 in the upper region near point A is

due principally to increased absorptivity of the tinting material in the upper region of the lens

803. In either case, however, the dotted line 854 indicates the level of transmissivity of the

lens 803 in the absence of the optical treatment 800. Thus, since the transmission curve 752

reaches up to the dotted line 754, at least a portion of the lens 803 is not affected by the

optical treatment 800 in this embodiment.

[0089] Embodiments like the one illustrated in FIG. 8 where the transmissivity of

the lens 803 in the upper region is lesser than the transmissivity of the lens in the middle and

lower regions can be useful in preferentially attenuating the transmission of light that

originates in a user's upper field of view. For example, when a user is seated at a computer

terminal, the optical treatment 800 which provides for decreased transmissivity in the upper

region of the lens 803, preferentially attenuates overhead lighting. This can reduce glare

from the overhead lighting and make for more comfortable viewing of a computer terminal,



reducing various symptoms of CVS. In addition, the optical treatment 800 can be configured

to attenuate spectral peaks in the spectrum of the overhead lighting, as described herein.

[0090] FIG. 9 illustrates another embodiment of a non-uniform optical treatment

900 (illustrated by the shading on lens 903) for performing spatial filtering of light incident

upon a lens 903. The optical treatment 900 can be a partially transmissive mirror coating,

tinting, a combination of the two, or the like. As described with reference to the lens 803 of

FIG. 8, the lens 903 includes a center region 901 as well as periphery regions. The periphery

regions include an upper region, and a lower region. The periphery regions also include first

and second side regions, which can encompass, for example, any portion of the lens 903

nearer point C than point D for the first region, or nearer point D than point C for the second

region.

[0091] Point A is located in the vicinity of the upper region of the lens 903, while

point B is located in the vicinity of the lower region of the lens 903. The curve 952 of the

graph 950 shows the transmission of light through the lens 903 as a function of position along

the line AB that is indicated on the lens 903. The dotted line 954 indicates the level of

transmission of light through the lens in the absence of the optical treatment whose

characteristics are illustrated by the curve 952. Similarly to the embodiment illustrated in

FIG. 8, the optical treatment is configured such that the transmissivity of the lens 903

increases smoothly from point A to point B.

[0092] Point C is located in the vicinity of the first side region of the lens 903,

while point D is located in the vicinity of the second side region of the lens 903. Similarly to

curve 952, curve 958 of the graph 956 shows optical transmission versus position on the lens.

However, curve 958 shows the transmissivity profile of the lens along line CD. Again, the

dotted line 960 indicates the level of transmission of light through the lens in the absence of

the optical treatment 900 whose characteristics are illustrated by the curve 958. The optical

treatment 900 is configured such that the transmissivity of the lens 903 varies smoothly from

point C to point D and is lesser in the vicinity of the first and second side portions than in the

vicinity of the middle region.

[0093] While only two transmission curves 952 and 958 are indicated for the lens

903, it should be understood that similar curves could be drawn for other lines on the lens



903 to indicate a generally lower transmissivity in the upper and side regions of the lens than

in the middle and lower-middle regions, as roughly illustrated by the shading on lens 903. In

some embodiments, the transmissivity of the lens 903 varies smoothly, whether

monotonically or not, from the upper and side regions to the middle and lower-middle

regions. In other embodiments, the transmissivity can discontinuously jump between one or

more levels of transmissivity.

[0094] Embodiments where the transmissivity of the lens 903 in the upper and

side regions is lesser than the transmissivity of the lens 903 in the middle and lower-middle

regions can be useful in preferentially attenuating the transmission of light that originates in

the upper and side portions of a user's field of view. For users working at a computer, this

type of spatial filtering selectively attenuates light from most sources other than a computer

screen located in the middle region of a user's field of view, as well as a desk area located in

a lower region of the user's field of vision. This type of embodiment reduces glare, not only

from overhead lighting, but also from other sources of light, including reflections, in other

portions of the user's periphery field of view.

[0095] FIG. 10 illustrates another embodiment of an optical treatment 1000 for

performing spatial filtering of light incident upon a lens 1003. Similarly to the embodiment

illustrated in FIG. 9, the lens 1003 includes an optical treatment 1000 that causes the upper

and side regions of the lens 1003 to have a lesser transmissivity than the middle and lower-

middle portions. The optical treatment 1000 can be a partially transmissive mirror coating,

tint, a combination of the two, or the like. A distinctive feature of the optical treatment 1000

in this embodiment is that it establishes a baseline level of reduced transmission of light over

substantially the entire lens 1003 surface. The level of transmission of light through the lens

1003 then decreases from the baseline level in some regions of the lens 1003.

[0096] The baseline level of reduced transmission of light through the lens 1003

is illustrated by the gap between the dotted line 1054 and the transmission curve 1052 in

graph 1050, as well as between the dotted line 1060 and the transmission curve 1058 in graph

1056. As before, the dotted lines 1054 and 1060 indicate the level of transmission of light

through the lens 1003 in the absence of the optical treatment 1000 whose characteristics are

illustrated by the transmission curves 1052 and 1058. The gaps show that the optical



treatment 1000 applied to the lens 1003 at least partially attenuates the transmission of light

over substantially the entire lens surface and provides a baseline level of attenuation of

transmitted light.

[0097] For example, a partially transmissive mirror coating can be applied to

substantially the entire lens 1003. The mirror coating can be configured to provide . .

minimum level of reflectivity in the regions of the lens 1003 where the transmission of light

through the lens 1003 is greatest. For the embodiment of FIG. 10, the regions of greatest

transmissivity are the middle and lower-middle regions of the lens. The reflectivity of the

mirror coating then increases toward the upper and side regions of the lens 1003 where the

transmissivity is less. Thus, the mirror coating provides a baseline level of reflectivity over

the lens 1003, with increased reflectivity in certain regions, rather than providing a mirror

coating over a portion of the lens 1003 only. In another embodiment, a similar effect is

achieved by treating the lens 1003 with a tint. The tint can be applied over substantially the

entire lens 1003 to provide a non-zero baseline level of absorptivity, with increased

absorptivity in certain regions of the lens 1003. For example, the tint can be configured i

provide increased absorptivity in the upper and side regions of the lens 1003 to attenuate the

transmission of light through the lens 1003 in those areas.

[0098] In some embodiments, the baseline amount of attenuation in the

transmissivity of the lens 1003 is provided by a first optical treatment, while increased

attenuation in certain regions of the lens 1003 is provided by a second optical treatment.

Each optical treatment can be substantially neutral density, or can spectrally filter incident

light as described above. For example, a uniform tint can be applied to the lens 1003 to

provide a baseline amount of decreased transmissivity of the lens. A non-uniform partially

transmissive mirror coating can then be applied to decrease the transmissivity of the lens in

certain regions more than in others.

[0099] In one embodiment, the tint acts as a spectral filter that tends to balance

the spectrum of fluorescent or incandescent lighting in an office environment, as described

herein. The tint can be substantially uniform so as to establish a baseline decrease in the

transmission of light through the lens 1003 over substantially its entire surface. A mirror

coating can then be used to provide spatial filtering of incident light to reduce glare from, for



example, overhead lighting. In another embodiment, the roles of the tint and the mirror

coating are reversed such that the mirror coating is applied to the lens 1003 to provide a

baseline reduction in the transmissivity of the lens 1003, while the tint is applied to provide

spatial filtering of incident light. Other designs are also possible.

[0100] It should be understood that, while FIG. 10 illustrates embodiments where

a baseline reduction in the transmissivity of the lens 1003 is provided along with increased

reductions to the transmissivity of the lens in the upper and side regions, in other

embodiments other regions of the lens 1003 can have increased attenuation beyond the

baseline level. Furthermore, the attenuation of the transmissivity of the lens 1003 can vary

smoothly (whether monotonically or not), as roughly illustrated by the shading on lens 1003,

or discontinuously.

[0101] In addition to providing optical treatments to selectively attenuate the

transmission of light through various regions of a lens, some embodiments include optical

treatments for selectively altering the amount of light that is reflected from a surface of a

lens. For example, an optical treatment can be provided that selectively reduces the amount

of light that originates generally from beside and behind a user that is reflected from the

ocular curve of a lens into the eyes. One such embodiment is illustrated in FIG. 11.

[0102] FIG. 11 illustrates another embodiment of an optical treatment 1100 for

performing spatial filtering of light incident upon a lens 1103. In this embodiment, the

optical treatment 1100 is an AR coating applied to the ocular curve, or eye-side surface, of

the lens 1103, though in some embodiments it is a partially transmissive mirror coating or tint

applied to either the base or ocular curve. As in FIGS. 8-10, the lens 1103 includes a center

region 1101 and peripheral regions. The peripheral regions include an upper region, a lower

region, and first and second side regions.

[0103] Point A is located in the vicinity of the upper region of the lens 1103,

while point B is located in the vicinity of the lower region of the lens 1103. The curve 1152

of the graph 1150 shows reflection of light from the lens 1103 as a function of position along

the line AB. Likewise, the curve 1158 of the graph 1156 shows reflection of light from the

lens 1103 as a function of position along the line CD. In this embodiment, the AR coating is

configured such that the reflectivity of the lens 1103 is lesser in the periphery regions than in



the middle region. In fact, the reflectivity of the lens decreases smoothly from the middle

region of the lens, represented on the graphs 1150 and 1156 as the portion between points A

and B and between points C and D, though in other embodiments the reflectivity may vary

discontinuously.

[0104] Thus, FIG. 11 illustrates an embodiment where the characteristics of the

optical treatment vary according to a gradient extending radially from a center location. In

particular, FIG. 11 illustrates an optical treatment with an annular gradient. Contour lines of

the gradient illustrated in FIG. 11 will generally have closed paths. In some embodiments,

the contour lines of the gradient are substantially circular, though they could be elliptical or

have any other closed path. In some embodiments, an optical treatment with this type of

gradient is formed on a lens by patterning the gradient on a thin film and then laminating the

thin film onto a surface of the lens. This thin film can be, for example, a tinting layer, a

mirror coating layer, or an AR coating layer.

[0105] The AR coating represented by FIG. 11 is effective at reducing glare from

light that originates generally from behind a user and is incident upon the ocular curve of the

lens 1103. For example, in an office environment if a window is located behind the user,

light from the window could reflect from the ocular side of the lens 1103 and into the user's

eye, resulting in increased glare and associated symptoms of CVS. However, since the AR

coating represented in FIG. 11 is located on the ocular curve of the lens 1103, it is effective at

decreasing glare from lighting that originates generally behind the user but that is not blocked

by the user's head. The AR coating can be configured to decrease the reflectivity of the lens

1103 more substantially in the peripheral regions of the lens than in the middle region since

light that reflects from the middle region of the ocular side of the lens 1103 is less likely to be

re-directed into the user's eyes. In other embodiments, the AR coating may be substantially

uniform over the surface of the ocular side of the lens 1103. In some embodiments, an AR

coating can also be formed on the base side of the lens 1103.

[0106] Various embodiments of improved computer eyewear have been disclosed

herein. In some embodiments, the embodiments of computer eyewear are off-the-shelf, non

prescription eyewear. Since the computer eyewear is non-prescription eyewear, it can be

mass manufactured without knowledge of the optometric prescriptions of the end-users for



which the eyewear is intended. Once manufactured, sets of the computer eyewear can be

packaged together for shipping to retailers. A package can include multiple sets of the

eyewear with identical optical power, or sets of computer eyewear with several different

amounts of optical power. For example, the package could include three or more pairs of

eyewear, though the number can vary. The computer eyewear can also be packaged as part of

a kit that also includes instructions for proper usage of the eyewear. For example, the

instructions can direct the user to view a computer screen with the eyewear. The kit can also

include removable side-shields for use with the eyewear.

[0107] While certain embodiments of computer eyewear have been explicitly

described herein, other embodiments will become apparent to those of ordinary skill in the art

based on this disclosure. Therefore, the scope of the inventions is intended to be defined by

reference to the claims and not simply with regard to the explicitly described embodiments.

Furthermore, while some embodiments have been described in connection with the

accompanying drawings, a wide variety of variation is possible. For example, components,

and/or elements may be added, removed, or rearranged.



WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1. Stock computer eyewear comprising:

first and second lens portions each having optical power in the range between

about +0.5 to +2.5 diopters, said first and second lens portions having substantially

identical optical power to provide off-the-shelf correction for a user having

substantially normal uncorrected or spectacle vision when viewing a computer screen,

each lens portion having a base curve and an ocular curve; and

a frame portion disposed about said first and second lens portions to provide

support,

wherein said base curve of said first and second lens portions includes a

partially transmissive mirror coating thereon.

2. The stock computer eyewear of Claim 1, wherein said lens portions comprise

plastic.

3. The stock computer eyewear of Claim 1, wherein said first and second lens

portions comprises first and second lenses, and said frame comprises generally round

enclosures into which said lenses fit.

4 . The stock computer eyewear of Claim 1, wherein said first and second lens

portions comprise a unitary body.

5. The stock computer eyewear of Claim 1, wherein said mirror coating

comprises metallization.

6. The stock computer eyewear of Claim 1, wherein said mirror coating is at

least 15% reflective over at least a portion of a 340-780 nm wavelength band.

7. The stock computer eyewear of Claim 1, wherein said mirror coating is non

uniform across said first and second lens portions.

8. The stock computer eyewear of Claim 7, wherein said mirror coating has a

higher reflectivity in peripheral regions of said lens portions in comparison to central regions

of said lens portions.

9. The stock computer eyewear of Claim 8, wherein said peripheral regions have

a reflectivity that is at least about 20% higher than in said central regions.



10. The stock computer eyewear of Claim 7, wherein said lens portions have

upper regions, side regions, central regions, and lower regions, said mirror coating having a

higher reflectivity in said upper regions and side regions than in said central regions.

11. The stock computer eyewear of Claim 10, further comprising a nosepiece, said

lower regions being closer to said nosepiece than said upper regions.

12. The stock computer eyewear of Claim 1, wherein said mirror coating

comprises a spectral filter that filters at least one band of wavelengths in the visible range.

13. The stock computer eyewear of Claim 12, wherein said spectral filter includes

at least one stop band in the visible spectrum that coincides with a spectral peak in the

emission of incandescent or fluorescent lighting such that transmission of said spectral peak

through said mirror coating is selectively attenuated.

14. The stock computer eyewear of Claim 13, wherein said stop band reduces

transmission by at least about 50% over a band between about 25 and 150 nanometers wide

in the visible spectrum.

15. The stock computer eyewear of Claim 12, wherein said spectral iik;r

comprises a high pass, a low pass, or a bandpass filter.

16. The stock computer eyewear of Claim 1, wherein said lens portions further

comprises light absorbing tinting.

17. The stock computer eyewear of Claim 16, wherein said light absorbing tins ing

comprises pigments, non-photoreactive dyes, photoreactive dyes, or optically absorptive

layers.

18. The stock computer eyewear of Claim 16, wherein said mirror coating is rκ n

uniform and said light absorbing tinting is substantially uniform across said first and second

lens portions.

19. The stock computer eyewear of Claim 16, wherein said mirror coating is

substantially uniform and said light absorbing tinting is non-uniform across said first ar.d

second lens portions.

20. The stock computer eyewear of Claim 16, wherein said light absorbing tinting

is non-uniform across said first and second lens portions.



2 1. The stock computer eyewear of Claim 20, wherein said light absorbing tinting

is more absorptive in peripheral regions of said lens portions than in central regions of said

lens portions.

22. The stock computer eyewear of Claim 21, wherein said peripheral regions are

at least about 20% more absorptive than said central regions.

23. The stock computer eyewear of Claim 20, wherein said lens portions have

upper regions, side regions, central regions, and lower regions, and said light absorbing

tinting is more absorptive in said upper regions and side regions than in said central regions.

24. The stock computer eyewear of Claim 23, further comprising a nosepiece, said

lower regions being closer to said nosepiece than said upper regions.

25. The stock computer eyewear of Claim 16, wherein said light absorbing tinting

comprises a spectral filter in the visible wavelengths.

26. The stock computer eyewear of Claim 25, wherein said spectral filter includes

at least one stop band in the visible spectrum that coincides with a spectral peak in the

emission of incandescent or fluorescent lighting such that transmission of said spectral peak

through said tinting is selectively attenuated.

27. The stock computer eyewear of Claim 26, wherein said stop band reduces

transmission by at least about 50% over a band between about 25 and 150 nanometers wide

in the visible spectrum.

28. The stock computer eyewear of Claim 25, wherein said spectral filter

comprises a high pass, a low pass, or a bandpass filter.

29. The stock computer eyewear of Claim 1, wherein said ocular curve of said

first and second lens portions includes an anti-reflective coating thereon.

30. The stock computer eyewear of Claim 29, wherein said anti-reflective coating

comprises a thin-film coating.

31. The stock computer eyewear of Claim 29, wherein said lens portions treated

with the anti-reflective coating have reduced reflectivity in peripheral regions compared to

central regions of the lens portions.

32. The stock computer eyewear of Claim 1, wherein said frame portion

comprises aluminum, magnesium, titanium, or any alloy or combination of these metals.



33. The stock computer eyewear of Claim 1, wherein said lens portions comprise

non-progressive lenses.

34. The stock computer eyewear of Claim 1, wherein said lens portions include

prismatic power.

35. A method of mitigating symptoms of computer vision syndrome when

viewing a computer screen, said method comprising:

disposing first and second lens portions in front of eyes having substantially

normal uncorrected or spectacle vision, each lens portion having substantially

identical optical power in the range between about +0.5 to +2.5 diopters, each lens

portion having a partially transmissive mirror coating thereon; and

viewing said computer screen through said first and second lens portions.

36. The method of Claim 35, wherein said computer screen is viewed indoors.

37. A kit for mitigating symptoms of computer vision syndrome when viewing a

computer screen, said kit comprising:

eyewear comprising first and second non-progressive lens portions, each lens

portion having substantially identical optical power in the range between about +0.5

to +2.5 diopters, each lens portion having a partially transmissive mirror coating

thereon; and

information directing a user to wear said eyewear when viewing a computer

screen.

38. The computer eyewear of Claim 37, wherein said information is included on

or in packaging for said eyewear.

39. A kit comprising:

a package of three or more pairs of computer eyeglasses, said computer

eyeglasses comprising,

first and second lens portions each having optical power in the range

between about +0.5 to +2.5 diopters, said first and second lens portions having

substantially identical optical power to provide non-prescription correction for

viewing a computer screen; and



a frame portion disposed about said first and second lens portions to

provide support,

wherein said first and second lens portions include a partially reflective

mirror coating thereon.

40. The kit of Claim 39 wherein said three or more pairs of computer eyeglasses

have substantially identical optical power.

41. The kit of Claim 39, wherein said three or more pairs of computer eyeglasses

have different optical power.

42. The kit of Claim 41, wherein said package includes computer eyeglasses

selected from at least two of the following groups:

eyeglasses having optical power in the range of about +.5 to less than

+.75 diopters;

eyeglasses having optical power in the range of about +.75 to less than

+1.0 diopters;

eyeglasses having optical power in the range of about +1.0 to less than

+1.25 diopters;

eyeglasses having optical power in the range of about +1.25 to less

than +1.50 diopters;

eyeglasses having optical power in the range of about +1.50 to less

than +1.75 diopters

eyeglasses having optical power in the range of about +1.75 to less

than +2.0 diopters;

eyeglasses having optical power in the range of about +2.0 to less than

+2.25 diopters; or

eyeglasses having optical power in the range of about +2.25 to less

than +2.50 diopters.

43. A method of mass manufacturing computer eyewear, comprising:

without knowing the prescription of a user, producing a plurality of eyewear,

each of said eyewear produced by combining left and right lens portions having

optical power in the range between about +0.5 to +2.5 diopters, said left and right lens



portions having substantially identical optical power to provide non-prescription

correction for left or right eyes for viewing a computer screen,

wherein said left and right lens portions have a partially transmissive mirror

coating.

44. Computer eyewear comprising:

first and second lens portions with substantially equal optical power in the

range between about +0.5 to +2.5 diopters, said first and second lens portions having

substantially identical optical power to provide non-prescription correction for

viewing a computer screen; and

a frame portion disposed about said first and second lens portions to provide

support,

wherein said first and second lens portions include an optical filter having at

least one stop band in the visible spectrum that coincides with a spectral peak in the

emission of incandescent or fluorescent lighting such that transmission of said

spectral peak through said filter is selectively attenuated.

45. The computer eyewear of Claim 44, wherein said optical filter comprises a

partially transmissive mirror coating, light absorbing tinting, or a combination of the two.

46. The computer eyewear of Claim 44, wherein said stop band reduces

transmission by at least about 50% over a band between about 25 and 150 nanometers wide

in the visible spectrum.

47. The computer eyewear of Claim 44, wherein said spectral filter comprises a

high pass, a low pass, or a band pass filter.

48. A method of mass manufacturing computer eyewear, comprising:

without knowing the prescription of a user, producing first and second lens

portions with substantially equal optical power in the range between about +0.5 to

+2.5 diopters, said first and second lens portions having substantially identical optical

power to provide non-prescription correction for viewing a computer screen,

wherein said lens portions include a spectral optical filter having at least one

stop band in the visible spectrum that coincides with a spectral peak in the emission



of incandescent or fluorescent lighting such that transmission of said spectral peak

through said filter is selectively attenuated.

49. A method of mitigating symptoms of computer vision syndrome when

viewing a computer screen, said method comprising:

disposing first and second lens portions in front of eyes having subslanli . ]y

normal uncorrected or spectacle vision, each lens portion having substantially

identical optical power in the range between about +0.5 to +2.5 diopters, each lens

portion having a partially transmissive mirror coating thereon, said mirror coating

comprising a spectral optical filter having at least one stop band in the visibl

spectrum that coincides with a spectral peak in the emission of incandescent or

fluorescent lighting such that transmission of said spectral peak through said mirror

coating is selectively attenuated; and

viewing said computer screen through said first and second lens portions.

50. Computer eyewear comprising:

first and second lens portions each having optical power in the range betw

about +0.5 to +2.5 diopters, said first and second lens portions having substantially

identical optical power to provide non-prescription correction for viewing a computer

screen;

a frame portion disposed about said first and second lens portions to pro\ ;de

support; and

a plurality of side-shields which are removably attached to said eyewear and

are configured to at least partially block light and air flow.

51. The computer eyewear of Claim 51, wherein the percent relative humidity in

the vicinity of a user's eyes while wearing said computer eyewear with said removable side-

shields attached to said eyewear is at least about 40%.

52. The computer eyewear of Claim 50, wherein said detachable shields are

attachable to said eyewear via snap-on fasteners or magnetic fastners.

53. The computer eyewear of Claim 50, wherein said detachable shields are

substantially opaque.



54. The computer eyewear of Claim 50, wherein said detachable shields comprise

plastic.

55. The computer eyewear of Claim 50, wherein said lens portions include one or

more edges which complementarily follow contours of a user's face.

56. A kit comprising:

computer eyewear comprising,

first and second lens portions each having optical power in the range

between about +0.5 to +2.5 diopters, said first and second lens portions having

substantially identical optical power to provide non-prescription correction for

viewing a computer screen, and

a frame portion disposed about said first and second lens portions to

provide support; and

a plurality of side-shields which are detachable from the eyewear and are

configured to block light and air flow.

57. Non-prescription computer eyewear comprising:

first and second lens portions having optical power in the range between about

+0.5 to +2.5 diopters, said first and second lens portions having substantially identical

optical power to provide off-the-shelf correction for a user having substantially

normal uncorrected or spectacle vision when viewing a computer screen, each lens

portion having a peripheral region and a central region; and

a frame portion disposed about said first and second lens portions to provide

support,

wherein said first and second lens portions have a transmissivity that varies

smoothly from said peripheral regions to said central regions.

58. The computer eyewear of Claim 57, wherein said transmissivity is higher in

said central regions than in said peripheral regions.

59. The computer eyewear of Claim 57, wherein said first and second lens

portions include a partially transmissive mirror coating and the reflectivity of said mirror

coating varies smoothly from said peripheral regions to said central regions.



60. The computer eyewear of Claim 57, wherein said first and second lens

portions include light absorbing tinting and the absorptivity of said tinting varies smoothly

from said peripheral regions to said central regions.

61. The computer eyewear of Claim 57, wherein said first and second lens

portions include a partially transmissive mirror coating and light absorbing tinting, and

wherein the reflectivity of the mirror coating or the absorptivity of the tinting is non uniform.

62. Non-prescription computer eyewear comprising:

first and second lenses having optical power in the range between about +0.5

to +2.5 diopters, said first and second lenses having substantially identical optical

power to provide non-prescription correction for viewing a computer screen; and

a frame portion disposed about said first and second lenses to provide support,

wherein said first and second lenses include light absorbing tinting, the

absorptivity of which substantially varies, said tinting covering at least 90% of said

lenses.

63. Non-prescription computer eyewear comprising:

first and second lenses having optical power in the range between about +0.5

to +2.5 diopters, said first and second lenses having substantially identical optical

power to provide off-the-shelf correction for a user having substantially normal

uncorrected or spectacle vision when viewing a computer screen; and

a frame portion disposed about said first and second lenses to provide support,

wherein said first and second lenses include light absorbing tinting, the

absorptivity of which varies between a non-zero baseline lower level and an upper

level.

64. The non-prescription computer eyewear of Claim 63, wherein a region of each

of said lenses is tinted at said non-zero baseline level, a region of said lenses is tinted at an

intermediate level, and a region of said lenses is tinted at the upper level.

65. Stock computer eyewear comprising:

a first lens having a first geometric center and a first optical center offset from

the first geometric center; and



a second lens having a second geometric center and a second optical center

offset from the second geometric center,

wherein said first and second lenses have substantially identical optical power

in the range between about +0.5 to +2.5 diopters to provide off-the-shelf correction

for a user having normal uncorrected or spectacle vision when viewing a computer

screen.

66. The stock computer eyewear of Claim 65, wherein said first and second

optical centers are offset medially from said first and second geometric centers, respectively.

67. The stock computer eyewear of Claim 66, wherein said first and second

optical centers are offset upward, toward a user's brow, from said first and second geometric

centers, respectively.

68. The stock computer eyewear of Claim 65, wherein said eyewear has a base

curvature of at least base six.

69. Stock computer eyewear comprising:

a first lens having a first lateral edge and a first medial edge, the first lens

having a greater thickness at the first medial edge than at the first lateral edge; and

a second lens having a second lateral edge and a second medial edge, the

second lens having a greater thickness at the second medial edge than at the second

lateral edge,

wherein said first and second lenses have substantially identical optical power

in the range between about +0.5 to +2.5 diopters to provide off-the-shelf correction

for a user having normal uncorrected or spectacle vision when viewing a computer

screen.

70. The stock computer eyewear of Claim 69, wherein said first and second lenses

have top and bottom edges, each of said first and second lenses having a greater thickness at

the top edge than at the bottom edge.

7 1. The stock computer eyewear of Claim 69, wherein said first and second lenses

include at least .25 prism diopters of base-in prismatic power.

72. The stock computer eyewear of Claim 69, wherein said first and second lenses

have a partially transmissive coating deposited thereon.



73. The stock computer eyewear of Claim 69, wherein said eyewear has a base

curvature of at least base six.

74. Stock computer eyewear comprising:

first and second lenses each having optical power in the range between about

+0.5 to +2.5 diopters, said first and second lenses having substantially identical

optical power to provide off-the-shelf correction for a user having normal uncorrected

or spectacle vision when viewing a computer screen, each lens having a base curve

and an ocular curve; and

a frame portion disposed about said first and second lens portions to provide

support,

wherein said eyewear has a base curvature of at least base six.

75. The stock computer eyewear of Claim 74, wherein said eyewear has an

amount of pantoscopic tilt.

76. The stock computer eyewear of Claim 74, wherein said eyewear has a base

curvature of at least base eight.

77. The stock computer eyewear of Claim 74, wherein said eyewear has a base

curvature of at least base ten.

78. The stock computer eyewear of Claim 74, wherein said first and second lenses

include at least .25 prism diopters of base-in prismatic power.

79. The stock computer eyewear of Claim 74, wherein said first and second lenses

comprise first and second decentered lenses.

80. The stock computer eyewear of Claim 74, wherein a ratio of a transverse

measurement, dl, of said first and second lenses to a depth measurement, d2, of said first and

second lenses is approximatelyl.5-3.5.

81. The stock computer eyewear of Claim 74, wherein said wrap-around design

maintains the percent relative humidity of air in the vicinity of the eyes at about 40% or

higher.
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